A: IDENTIFY
In my paper, the error(s) for reconciliation is/are called: (use B only if you have two errors)

A. ____________________________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________________________

B: LOCATE
Information on my error can be found here (websites used to locate definition info):

________________________________________ and _______________________________

C: DEFINE
My paraphrase for the rule(s) above is:

A. ____________________________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________________________

D: PRACTICE
Attached are my 4, non-multiple-choice practices for this/these rule(s) from this/these location(s):

______________________________________________________________

E: CREATE
In the attachment are four original examples of this/these rule(s) of my creation highlighted.

F: MASTER
In the attachment a paragraph with three highlighted demonstrations of the rule(s) proves my mastery.

G: REFLECT
In the attachment a statement explains the rule’s value to my writing.

I have explained my work to and it has been reviewed by the following person:

A. __________________________________________/Student Signature ____________/date

From this point on, I will be held accountable for this skill in all future final drafts.

Signature ___________________________ Date _______________